
Contact Centre

Preparing your Contact Centre Services  
The following document outlines the key information you need in order to prepare your 
Contact Centre Services.

Having a central team of experts who can manage inbound telephone 
calls from individuals who have been affected by a data breach is vitally 
important.  We know that having the ability to personally reassure those 
individuals and answer key questions can help you to manage the ongoing 
relationship with your customers. 

To be able to reduce contact centre set up times we recommend you 
also look at the internal resources you would have to manage calls, not 
forgetting your business as usual call volumes.

Below we provide some tips around FAQs and some of the steps you can 
take in preparing these.

1. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)  
Determining your potential Frequently Asked Questions

Experian have compiled a list of FAQs which have been determined as a result of managing hundreds of data breaches.  
Although some of the key questions regarding the actual incident will be unknown at this time it is still important to 
determine the most relevant FAQs your business would want to include to save time when a live incident occurs. 

To help you we have highlighted the most frequent questions in yellow.  We recommend you try to keep to 
approximately 20 questions from this list or you may find your call centre experts find it difficult to navigate.

Steps I now need to take to complete my FAQs? 

1. Review the FAQ document, choose and append your additional information 

2.  Save down your document and save so that you can revisit again.  Regularly 
reviewing is important. At least once a quarter.
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2. Interactive Voice Response (IVR) Messaging 

An IVR message is the recorded message which individuals are greeted with on calling the support line telephone 
number.  Agreeing these set of messages in advance ensures you can quickly and efficiently put these live in the event 
of an incident. 

Determining your IVR Messages
Below we have outlined a set of key messages which you could use in preparation. Dates would be updated at the time 
of the incident.

Steps to take to complete my IVR messages?
Please review and update the proposed scripts below 

Announcement Title Announcement Script

Prior go-live message

Greeting

Hold 1

Hold 2

Hold 3

Out of hours

Engagement finished
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3. Consumer escalation process setup

On occasions there may be instances when individuals will request to make a formal complaint or ask for additional 
information.

To be able to assist these individuals we would recommend that you put together a clear process for escalations.

Outline what the escalation process eg. who would collate, categorise and manage these through to resolution within 
your organisation.

Do you have the capability to ‘warm’ call transfer.  Do you have the ability to transfer individuals in real-time to 
additional experts who can respond to specific questions or complaints?  Could you consider sharing pre-agreed 
telephone numbers so that individuals could dial specific numbers to reach experts?
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Your dedicated Experian experts:



Jim Steven, Experian, Head of Data Breach Response

First point of contact in the event of a data breach incident.  Jim will work with you and advise on the appropriate notification, credit and data monitoring services to support those individuals affected in the event of a data breach incident.

M: +44 7972 298698 | jim.steven@experian.com



 











1. Why preparing your FAQ’s in advance is a priority?

1.1 Consistently and confidently responding to enquiries

Your data breach response team will play an essential role in responding directly to those individuals personally affected in the event of a data breach incident.
 

For many individuals the concept of learning that their personally identifiable information (PII) has been disclosed is an unsettling time and an experience many are unfamiliar with.  Taking the time, in advance to consider the potential scenarios, from the affected individual’s point of view will help you manage and provide essential guidance individuals will be looking for.


By carefully crafting and documenting, clear and concise responses to ‘frequently asked questions’ will ensure you and your dedicated response teams have the ability to reply consistently and confidently with the key facts. 


Although each and every data breach incident differs in nature the following document provides a list of example ‘frequently asked questions’, which will support the creation of your final documentation.  This in turn can be used to brief and provide on-going training to those who will be taking calls and responding to those individuals affected.


· Section 1.1.2 - this section is specific to the breach that has taken place and can only be completed once the details of the breach have been confirmed

· Section 1.1.3 - this section offers more generic information on how a data loss event can affect an individual on a personal level and generally get updated at the time of a breach occurring but some questions may be answerable in advance

· Section 1.1.4 / 1.1.5 - this section relates to the credit / web monitoring products and services that Experian offer to impacted individuals to help mitigate the risk of them becoming a victim of fraud. This section is not editable at any stage in the process.

1.1.1 Who will find the completed FAQ’s document useful?

Data Breach Response Teams (internal and external)

Call Centre Support and customer/employee enquiry teams

Internal stakeholders


Helpful resources you may also find useful:

1. An Experian Data Breach Response step-by-step guide. Download here

1. Experian SMEs Under Threat Whitepaper. Download here

1. Experian data breach website. Visit here: www.experian.co.uk/databreach



1.1.2 
Updating individuals with key facts about the incident

Providing facts about the incident, which outline details of the data loss and information about how the company is managing the incident, will be an important preparation.

Individuals will be seeking context about the incident itself and a view from the company about how it is planning to manage the incident along with details of the security measures now in place.

Below are a series of questions you may like to consider as part of your frequently asked

questions. 

The questions highlighted in yellow are the most frequently asked questions from our experience of managing contact centres. 



		Question number

		Frequently Asked Questions

		Sample Answers



		Q1

		I received a letter confirming that my information was on a device (laptop, computer, tape, etc) that was misplaced/stolen.  What does this mean?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q2

		Can you confirm what information / data has been disclosed?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q3

		When was the information taken eg. date, time, location?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q4

		Can you confirm where the information has been disclosed? Eg. website.

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q5

		How many individual’s details have been disclosed?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q6

		Did this incident disclose employee and/or customer data?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q7

		What information was disclosed?

		The following information was taken:

· Name

· Address

· National Insurance Number

· Date of Birth

· Salary

· Bank Account Sort-code

· Bank Account Number

In some instances, telephone numbers



		Q8

		Have ex-employee’s data been disclosed?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q9

		As an ex-employee and/or company pensioner – am I affected?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q10

		How did the incident occur?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q11

		Was the information password protected or encrypted?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q12

		What action are you taking to support the individuals affected?



		<<insert your answer>>



		Q13

		Why is there a delay between the incident and notifying me that this has happened?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q14

		Which banks have been informed and who are you liaising with?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q15

		Have the ICO (Information Commissioner’s Office) been notified?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q16

		Have the Police been notified of the incident?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q17

		Can I get a copy of the Police report for the theft?

		You may obtain a copy of the report by contacting x.



		Q18

		What security systems do you have in place to safeguard employee and customer data?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q19

		Has anyone been adversely affected as a result of their Personally Identifiable Information being disclosed?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q20

		What is the likelihood of an incident occurring again?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q21

		How confident is the company that the criminal(s) who stole the data will be found and are there plans to prosecute?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q22

		Is it only bank account details that are used in relation to Payroll affected?  Are any other bank accounts vulnerable?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q23

		Will this affect the way in which we handle Payroll payments next week?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q24

		Was there any employment application data on the stolen property disclosed?

		<<insert your answer>>







1.1.3 How will this data incident affect me personally and what should I do?

Individuals affected by a data loss incident may not have experienced this situation before and will be seeking guidance on what they need to do next.  Having the essential answers to the below questions will help to elevate concerns, provide reassurance and guidance to those affected.  Additionally this will help the organisation to illustrate how seriously the company is taking the situation and reaffirm to customers and/or employees they are of primary concern at this time.



		Question number

		Frequently Asked Questions

		Sample Answers



		Q1

		Can you confirm whether any of my personally identifiable information has been taken?

		Yes we can confirm that the following personally identifiable information has been disclosed:

· Full name

· Address

· Bank Account Number

· Bank Account Sort-code

· Etc.





		Q2

		How will I know whether my details were uploaded to the World Wide Web?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q3

		Can you confirm where my details were published eg. online, lost by post?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q4

		Can people still access my personally identifiable information (PII)

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q5

		How concerned should I be about the theft of my personally identifiable information (PII)?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q6

		Why do criminals want to access my PII and how could it be used?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q7

		What bank account details were published?

		Sort code and bank account number.  It would be very difficult to withdraw cash or secure a loan with these details. Additional documents, cards or identification would be required.





		Q8

		Should I change my bank account and or credit card and other accounts?

		This is a personal choice.  If you do wish to change your bank account or have any doubts, please contact your bank directly for advice.









		Q9

		My bank card has been declined what should I do?

		Contact your bank directly to resolve this situation.  This should not have resulted in your card being declined unless a request has been made.



		Q10

		If I experience any unusual activity on my bank account, do I need to log this and who with?

		Please contact your bank immediately in the first instances and log with the Experian helpline.



		Q11

		How long should I monitor my bank account?

		It is always good practice to monitor your bank account, if you have any doubts, please contact your bank directly.



You should regularly check your accounts for any unusual transactions and ensure that you continue to check this regularly over the coming weeks and months.  If you notice any unusual transactions, please immediately contact your bank in the first instance.



Be AWARE and vigilant of all inbound telephone calls and emails that make reference to your bank account.



If there is anything that you are unsure of, do not give any information out on the telephone and do not access web links or telephone numbers provided within emails that have been sent to you.  Always find contact details from the bank directly to check the number is legitimate.



Your bank may also be able to set up a system for SMS/text alerts to notify you of any unusual transactions that they may find.

Report anything of concern immediately directly to your bank, even if it is something minor.



If you wish to change your bank account, you will need to contact your bank directly.

You could consider setting up Internet banking to enable you to review your transactions regularly.  Your bank can provide further details about what is best for you to enable regular checking.



		Q12

		Can an unauthorised individual withdraw money from my bank account?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q13

		Will this affect my credit rating?

		In the unlikely event that this issue affects your credit rating we will work with Experian to assist in rectifying this.



		Q14

		Is it possible for an individual to set up a Direct Debit from my bank account?

		The opportunity to set up a Direct Debit is limited.  However, if you are adversely affected you can rely on the Direct Debit Guarantee.



		Q15

		Will this affect benefits I receive i.e. working tax credits?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q16

		What is the biggest risk to me as an individual relating to this data theft?

		There is potential for this information to be used for identity theft.  We are making arrangements for a support service to be put in place by Experian.  Experian will provide credit and data monitoring for the next x months for those affected.  The company will pay for this provision.



		Q17

		Should I take incoming international phone calls?

		We would ask that you remain extra vigilant of all inbound telephone calls or emails, international or otherwise that make reference to your bank account or other personally identifiable information (PII).  If there is anything that you are unsure of, do not give any information out on the telephone and do not access web links or telephone numbers given in emails that have been sent to you.  



In any instance of receiving an international call that seems suspicious, please note down the telephone number of the caller and the number you were called on (eg. your home number / mobile).  


Any international calls should be logged with our helpdesk to enable us to conduct further investigations.







		Q18

		Will I receive a phone call regarding this incident from you and how should I respond?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q19

		What information can I expect to receive by email and/or post regarding this incident?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q20

		Should I be concerned about my personal safety due to the fact that my name and address details have been disclosed?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q21

		Will I receive any compensation as a result of this incident?

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q22

		Please delete/close my account with you 

		<<insert your answer>>



		Q23

		Confirmation on what data you hold on me (DSAR request)

		<<insert your answer>>







1.1.4 Experian credit/data monitoring services - Registration FAQ’s

Offering individual credit and/or data monitoring with alert services can help provide peace of mind to those individuals who have been directly affected by a data breach incident.  We also provide clear, guidance and support for sign up and registration, helping individuals to benefit from this service as quickly as possible. 



		Question number

		Frequently Asked Questions

		Sample Answers



		Q1

		Who are Experian and what do they do?

		Experian is the leading global information services company, providing data and analytical tools to clients around the world. Experian has first-class technology, and expertise in identity protection and verification, fraud prevention and data breach resolution, helping organisations to grow, safeguard and sustain successful relationships with their customers.



		Q2

		What is the Experian credit and data monitoring service?

		You will receive a letter with a unique activation code.  By visiting the website provided to you, enter your activation code and details and start your membership.  Please only use the website address provided in your letter and your personal activation code to ensure you are not charged for this service.







		Q3

		How quickly can I gain access to this service?

		Access may be granted immediately to those signing up. However, in some instances where it has not been possible to authenticate an individual you may experience a delay of 48 hours or a request for further identification documentation to activate your membership.



		Q4

		When will my membership commence and when will it expire?

		The details of the membership along with confirmation regarding the period this will be provided for will be confirmed in your letter.





		Q5

		Will I be charged for this service now or in the future?

		You will not be charged for this service for the duration of the membership period.



		Q6

		When registering for this service what personal information will I need to enter?

		You will need to enter your name, address, email address, telephone number and date of birth.  This information is needed so Experian can confirm your identity before granting you access to credit and/or data monitoring.  You will also be asked for your card details for authentication purposes.  Please be assured that no payment will be taken from this card.



		Q7

		What is offered as part of the Experian Identity Plus service?

		Experian Identity Plus is a service provided by Experian that helps detect possible misuse of your personally identifiable information (PII) and provides you with identity protection support focussed on immediate identification and resolution of identity theft.



As part of the Identity Plus Service you will receive the following service:



· Unlimited access to your Experian Credit Report

· Alerts to certain changes and suspicious activity found on your Experian Credit Report

· Identity Theft Resolution service if you do become a Victim of Fraud through a dedicated case-worker who will walk you through the process of a fraud resolution from start to finish.

· If you are at high risk of fraud, Experian can add protective CIFAS registration to your credit report to help prevent credit being taken out in your name.





1.1.5 Experian credit/data monitoring – Customer Service troubleshooting

There will be times when individuals who have been offered a service need to find out additional information about signing up to a service. Below are a series of questions, which may be managed your customer services team and/or Experian. 



		Question number

		Frequently Asked Questions

		Sample Answers



		Q1

		I have not received a letter or code regarding the Experian credit and/or data monitoring service. What do I need to do?

		Letters and codes will be issued from either Experian or client.  Those who have not received there letter or code should be advised to ring the distributing party.



		Q2

		Can I access this service if I do not have access to the Internet?

		This service is an online service only, which would require you to have an email address and access to the Internet.

If you are unable to do this, unfortunately you will be unable to sign-up for this service.



		Q3

		Do I need to be over 18 years of age to sign up for the credit and data monitoring service?

		Yes that is correct.  The service which monitors your credit activity is only relevant to individuals over the age of 18 years of age who have a credit file.



		Q4

		I already have a membership to CreditExpert with Experian / or another credit report service.  Will this service supersede this service?

		We would recommend that you review the features of both services to determine which meets your individual needs. 



		Q5

		Shall I cancel my CreditExpert account/other credit report service(s)?

		We would recommend that you review the service features currently available to you to determine whether these meet your individual requirements.



		Q6

		Can I cancel my membership after I sign-up?

		Yes that is correct.  In the event that you wish to cancel you free subscription at any point during the membership period, please call Experian on: Tel xxxx.
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Legal Notice: The information you obtain herein is not intended to be, legal advice.  We try to provide quality information but make no claims, promises or guarantees 
about the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the information contained.  As legal advice must be tailored to the specific circumstances of each case and laws are 
constantly changing, nothing provided here in should be used as a substitute for the advice of competent legal counsel.
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